In the meantime I would also request that the Corporation take the following precautionary measures :?
(1) Appoint six Medical Inspectors to make house-to-house visitations in the more crowded and poorest parts of the town in order that they may ascertain the nature of any suspicious illness and to report on them, so that measures may be at once taken for their isolation and for the cleansing and disinfection of the house.
(2) As there is no hospital into which a case of plague can be admitted and no building in which a suspicious case can be isoated, if such occurred in Calcutta, permission should be granted to Select isolation buildings which may be equipped and used for these purposes, if required. (1) The plague hospital must be enclosed by wire-fencing and mat-walls, the object being to prevent deliiious patients escaping.
(2) Huts, accommodating 10 patients each, should be constructed within this area. The kind recommended by the Government, viz., angle-iron with matting should be adopted. The huts should be erected on piles with a wooden flooring. The objects of this method of construction are?
(a) The raising of the floor well above the ground-level ; and (I), the ultimate destruction of the huts by fire when no longer required.
(b) A pipe connected with one of the mains of the Calcutta water-supply should be laid down to the hospital premises.
(c) The drainage of this area must be carefully planned by the Engineer. (e) There should be baths and wash-houses within the enclosure with arrangements for disinfection of the persons enclosed.
5. An observation hospital should also be erected separate from the plague hospitil; also convalescent wards of 20 beds each.
6. Houses for doctors, nurses, servants, sweepers, domes, etc., will be required.
7. Kitchens, godowns and dispensaries will have to be built and equipped.
8. The Lyon's disinfector belonging to the Municipality may be employed within the hospital enclosure.
9. On this island a separate burial-ground will have to be selected for the burial of Mahomedans and a burning-gh&t for Hindus, and a care-taker told off for each who will keep records. Mortuaries should also be provided in the hospital.
10. Ambulance-carts for accommodation for two stretchers drawn by one or two horses should be provided. These ambulance-carts which must have yood springs to render them comfortable, might be of the simplest construction consisting of a wooden frame-work with canvas top and wooden stanchions with iron-supports to suspend the stretchers upon. Within the ambulance should be space for a closed box to contain the bedding and the spare clothing of the patients. Two coolies should be told off for each ambulance.
Arrangements must be made for thorough disinfection of the ambulances after the conveyance of any case to the hospital.
11. The ambulance stations should be connected by telephone with the nearest police stations, [Nov. 1896. 12. After removing the patient from the infected house and burning everything that can be burnt thorough disinfection will be carried out. I would suggest the use of the fire-engine pump, the reservoir of which which will be filled with a strong disinfectant and every part of the house internally and externally thoroughly washed out. The ambulance waggons might be treated in a similar manner at the hospital.
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2,000
Add interest on Its. 50,000 at 3 per cent.
...
1,500
Total annual income ...
6,408
The 10th September 1896.
* Includes Es. SOO from District Board, Peshawar, which will be remitted at the close of the financial year.
